In this article we present and compare two different, coarse-grained approaches to model electrostatic interactions of disc-shaped aromatic molecules, specifically coronene. Our study builds on previous work [J. Chem. Phys. 141, 214110 (2014)] where we proposed, based on a systematic coarse-graining procedure starting from the atomistic level, an anisotropic effective (Gay-Berne-like) potential capable of describing van-der-Waals contributions to the interaction energy. To take into account electrostatics, we introduce, first, a linear quadrupole moment along the symmetry axis of the coronene disc. The second approach takes into account the fact that the partial charges within the molecules are distributed in a ring-like fashion. We then reparametrize the effective Gay-Berne-like potential such that it matches, at short distances, the ring-ring potential. To investigate the validity of these two approaches, we perform many-particle Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations, focusing on the crystalline phase (karpatite) where electrostatic interaction effects are expected to be particularly relevant for the formation of tilted stacked columns. Specifically, we investigate various structural parameters as well as the melting transition. We find that the second approach yields consistent results with those from experiments despite the fact that the underlying potential decays with the wrong distance dependence at large molecule separations. Our strategy can be transferred to a broader class of molecules, such as benzene or hexabenzocoronene.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the present article we analyze two methods to effectively incorporate electrostatics in symmetric discshaped molecules via an angle and temperature dependent coarse-grained potential. The general purpose is to provide an approach that is appropriate to describe not only fluid phases, but also stable crystalline phases for these molecules. Our work builds upon a previous investigation 1 providing a general coarse-grained methodology for uniaxial discotics. In the present work, we show that the relevant electrostatics can be treated separately from the remaining interactions via a direct sum.
In the literature there are many different approaches to create coarse-grained molecular models for pair interactions of discotics with electrostatics based on a GayBerne model [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] or different interaction potentials. [7] [8] [9] The simplest approach involves only one interaction site that inherits no orientational degree of freedom located at the molecules' center-of-mass. For fluid phases at low densities, this kind of representation might indeed be sufficient, at least for molecules without complex internal structure. 10 However, when considering systems at higher densities, the specific atomistic structure of the molecules yielding various degrees freedom becomes more and more a) thomas.heinemann@tu-berlin.de b) karol.palczynski@helmholtz-berlin.de c) joachim.dzubiella@helmholtz-berlin.de d) klapp@physik.tu-berlin.de important. More specifically, at the other end of coarsegraining (before using pure quantum mechanics) are the atomistically-resolved models. Atomistic model studies for discotics have been proposed e.g. for coronene, [11] [12] [13] benzene 14 or hexabenzororonene derivatives. 15 In our investigation we make a compromise between both levels of detail.
A molecular orientation vector (uniaxial) or tensor (biaxial particle) is a frequently used example to account for orientational internal degrees of freedom. Such an approach also allows to model anisotropic shape. Corresponding examples are the Gaussian-overlap 16 or the Gay-Berne potential 17 as well as their derivatives.
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Even more complexity can be reached by considering many (instead of one central) interaction sites. 20, 21 Further, the treatment of electrostatics can be realized through an electric multipole attached to the interaction site in a centered 2, 7, 9 or off-centered 22, 23 arrangement. Moreover, by optimizing the arrangement of different electric multipoles per interaction site 24, 25 one comes to more and more realistic models. 26, 27 A quite popular coarse-graining strategy is given by the Martini forcefield 28, 29 which is not based on atoms but on chemical building blocks.
Here we rather aim at developing a model which has as few degrees of freedom as possible, while still conserving the uniaxiality and head-to-tail symmetry of typical discshaped molecules.
Throughout the entire analysis, we focus on coronene molecules (see Fig. 1 ), for which we already developed an angle-and temperature dependent model for the van der Waals part with desired symmetries. suggest a broad range of applications for coronene, which are outlined in the following. It can be used as a building block for graphene nanoribbons, 30 as a candidate for active layer compounds in photovoltaic applications 31 and its derivatives [32] [33] [34] can also be used in liquid crystal displays. 32 Understanding coronene pair interactions gives further insight to graphene stacking [35] [36] [37] and growth of graphene. 38 Even more, the crystal structure gives a relation to electronic properties, like band gaps. 39 We now turn to the modeling approach for coronene. The angle-and temperature-dependent van der Waals model, 1 on which our investigation is based on, stems from a coarse-graining procedure that uses atomistic trajectory data from two-molecule simulations (modeled with the generalized Amber force-field (GAFF) 40 ). This force-field was already successfully used in growth studies of another conjugated organic molecule, that is, parasexyphenyl. 41 It was shown that the force field yields the correct phase behavior (for a more detailed discussion of the validation of the Amber force-field for aromatics, see Olivier et al. 42 ). Other coarse-grained potentials developed in the literature 7, 8, 43, 44 do not take into account the full angle-and temperature dependence. In principle, the kind of coarse-graining method used in Ref. 1 could be applied to molecules with electrostatic contributions, when ab-initio simulations are used. However, ab initio simulations are from a computational prospective very time consuming compared to atomistically-detailed simulations. A common compromise consists in using static partial charges distributed among the atoms of the underlying microscopic model in the coarse-graining procedure. 8 By implication, as shown in previous studies involving quantum-chemical calculations, 13 it is generally not sufficient to use the static atomic partial charges characterizing an isolated dimer (except for selected configurations such as a parallel displaced one 45 ). However, for static partial charges an angle and temperature dependent coarse-grained pair potential for perylene, a flat but non-discotic molecule, was already developed by Babadi et al. 8 using constrained steered dynamics for specific configurations desired to fit an ellipsoidal softpotential.
19 They also present a non-temperature dependent and biaxial model for coronene which implicitly involves static partial charges.
An elegant approach for the electrostatics in coronene is presented by Obolensky et al. 44 They propose a uniaxial model for coronene consisting of concentric charged rings. Unfortunately, this model is not temperature dependent, it is based on static partial charges and the evaluation of the interaction potential is quite involved due to numerical integrations for each pair interaction, inconvenient for many-particle simulations. Nonetheless, we also consider this electrostatic contribution, which already has the desired symmetries, namely uniaxiality and head-to-tail symmetry.
In particular, the raw model for our investigations is an additive combination of the temperature-dependent van der Waals potential from Ref. 1 and a coarse-grained electrostatic potential. The entire temperature dependence stems from the van der Waals part alone. The model thus implies that the impact of slight changes in the charge distribution on the interatomic forces is small against the van der Waals forces which dominate at short length scales. If these temperature effects on the charge distribution are not important, we can focus on ground state charge distributions with the desired symmetry.
We introduce two different approaches to include the electrostatics in a simple model. The first approach uses the van der Waals model and considers electrostatic interactions via a linear point quadrupole at the molecular center along the symmetry axis. This kind of approach was already applied for coronene 7 where an unusual strong repulsion for planar configurations was observed. We address this issue in more detail later in our work. Nonetheless, this approach was successfully applied to benzene molecules 2 in the liquid phase with an additional dampening field for closed distances. Similar ideas are also used to model the interaction of clay particles, 46, 47 which exhibit an electric double layer.
In the second approach, we include the pure ring electrostatics, suggested by Obolensky et al, 44 implicitly in our van der Waals model. We deliberately do not use any kind of point charge electrostatic implementations in the models since point charge patterns overestimate the charge localization, are long-ranged and do not fulfill our symmetry requirements.
Both of the present approaches allow a better representation of the π − π stacking 48, 49 which is also observed in similar aromatic molecules, e.g. benzene dimers 49, 50 and hexabenzocoronene crystals.
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The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce our models for further investigation. Later on, the two model approaches are defined in Sec. II C 1 and II C 2. These models are analyzed in Sec. III and used for many-particle simulations in Sec. IV at room temperature (Sec. IV A) and beyond (Sec. IV B). Finally, in Sec. V we summarize our findings.
II. MODELS FOR PAIR INTERACTION

A. General idea
In the present work we assume additivity of the van der Waals and electrostatic contributions to the coronenecoronene interactions. Thus, the full pair potential is given through
where U vdW and U elec. are the van der Waals and electrostatic parts, respectively. These pair potentials are described as functions of the center of mass positions R A , R B and the axial orientationsû A andû B . A configuration showing two discotics with these vectorial reaction coordinates is presented in Fig. 2 . This set can be further reduced to four scalar reaction coordinates due to our symmetry requirements. These are, besides translational and rotational symmetry, uniaxial and head-to-tail symmetry of the molecules (see Appendix A 
B. Treatment of the van der Waals interaction
A coarse-grained model describing van der Waals interactions has been developed in Ref. 1 . Starting from an atomistic molecular model, involving all non-electrostatic interactions, we have numerically calculated the potential of mean force for several pair configurations and temperatures. Then, we have parametrized the resulting curves using a modified Gay-Berne potential (U mGB ). The corresponding parameters are given in Appendix D (socalled "vdW parametrization"). To sum up, we treat the van der Waals interaction using the potential
We stress that this parametrization is indeed temperature-dependent due to the rigorous coarsegraining procedure described in Ref. 1 . Hereby R = R B − R A represents the intermolecular connecting vector. The mGB-potential is uniaxial in symmetry (suggested by the D 6h -symmetry of coronene) and reads
Here,
represents the reduced distance with the contact function
the well width d w σ 0 and the well depth . The latter is given by
For the coefficients in Eq. (4), we set
2 , where κ = σ FF /σ 0 is the quotient of the face-face and edge-edge contact distance. Regarding the well depth [see Eq. (5)], we use the well-known GB formula, 17 where the overlap factor M is modified (as compared to the original definition 17 ) according to
The coefficients A ± in Eq. (6) resemble the quantities A ± , but incorporate the anisotropy parameter χ . The function
has the symmetry of a linear quadrupole-quadrupole interaction.
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C. Electrostatic interaction
To get a picture of the electrostatic properties characterizing coronene, we start from quantum-chemical results for the atomistic charge distribution given by Obolensky et al. (Ref. 44) . As seen from Fig. 1 , there are four different distances from the molecular center where the atoms are placed in a sixfold symmetry. All atoms with the same distance are considered to carry the same partial charge. We next focus on the spherical multipole decomposition of the electrostatic potential, that is
where Y m are the spherical harmonics depending on the polar angle θ and the azimuthal angle φ. The dielectric constant is denoted by ε 0 , and the multipole moments are defined through
Several symmetries in the charge distribution effectively lead to a reduction of the number of Q ,m . In particular, the net charge and the dipole moment of the proposed charge distribution are zero, i.e. Q 0,0 = 0 and
l-values to even numbers. Summing up, our multipole decomposition of the electrostatic potential consists of a quadrupole moment (l = 2) and higher multipoles with l ∈ (4, 6, 8, . . . ).
For molecules with continuous axial symmetry, we would only have to consider multipole moments with m = 0. However, the underlying atomistic model of coronene (see Fig. 1 ) does not have full (continuous) axial symmetry. Nonetheless, the sixfold symmetry suggests that the linear quadrupole moment (Q 2,0 ) is the only non-zero quadrupole moment. That means the next non-vanishing multipole contribution after the linear quadrupole is the linear hexadecapole (Q 4,0 ). We next consider the quotient of the coefficients in the multipole expansion corresponding to Q 2,0 and Q 4,0 [see Eq. (8)] to evaluate the possibility of neglecting higher multipole terms ( = 4 and beyond). Specifically, we consider
At large distances, such as r ≥ 2.4 nm, the absolute value of Q is beyond 30, i.e. the linear quadrupole approach is reasonable. However, for distances smaller than r = 0.44 nm (a typical distance in the crystalline phase) the quotient Q produces values below unity. Thus, the quadrupole approximation is no more eligible. To somewhat compensate this effect we here consider also a small quadrupole interaction strength to avoid an overestimation of the bonding.
Point quadrupole approach
In this approach the entire electrostatics is represented by a point quadrupole tensor. This approach is aimed at maintaining the electrostatics in the far field. The quadrupole tensor is given by
where q i is the charge of atom i placed at r i from the geometric center. In the eigenbasis P, the quadrupole tensor of a uniaxial charge distribution has the following symmetry
Thus, the quadrupole tensor can be written in terms of a linear quadrupole pointing along the molecular symmetry axis. The prefactor in Eq. (12), Q = 4π/5 Q 2,0 , marks the quadrupole strength of the linear quadrupole.
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At this point, we can define the "point quadrupole model" (pq model) through the following additive formula (13) where the second term on the right side describes the energy of one linear quadrupole in the field of another linear quadrupole of equal strength Q, and the function K is defined in Eq. (7).
For simplicity, we henceforth use the dimensionless quadrupole moment
The absolute is used because the sign does not influence the pair potential defined in Eq. (13) . The values of Q * resulting from density functional calculations performed in Ref. 44 range from 0.617 to 0.83. A well-known problem with a point multipole representation 2,55,56 of the electrostatic interaction of extended molecules is its failure for closed distances, due to a spatially extended charge distribution and induced dipoles. In particular, attractive configurations become infinitely strong for vanishing quadrupole-quadrupole distances. Indeed, we will later see in Sec. III A that the latter effect leads to an overestimation of the binding energy for parallel displaced configurations.
We here consider quadrupole strengths that are in the range of the previously termed reference values. Specifically, we use: Q * = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5. It is thus possible to gradually study the influence of the point quadrupole on the cohesion energy.
Charged ring approach
The idea of this approach is to better take into account interactions for small distances. The atomic partial charges in the atomistic model of Obolensky et al, 44 have the same distance to the geometrical center (see Fig. 1 ) and are equally distributed along a ring. This makes it plausible to describe each ring as uniformly charged, thus fulfilling the symmetry requirements of our coarse-grained potential (uniaxiality and head-to-tail symmetry). We also note that considering a smeared charge distribution due to the rings is not necessarily a less accurate choice compared to an atomistic point charge distribution. Indeed, it seems plausible that mapping the quantum mechanical charge density onto atomic point charges can lead to a too strong localization.
For simplicity, we here consider (as proposed in Ref. 44 ) only the two outer rings for the electrostatics. Hereby the hydrogen ring is charged with Q 1 = 12 · 0.15e and the next inner ring is oppositely charged, i.e. Q 2 = −Q 1 . The sum of all ring-ring interactions is thus given by
Hereby a single ring-ring interaction is given by a line integral,
where the vector r = RR + R(û B )
 points from the center of ring i to a point on ring j. The symbol R marks a rotation matrix that rotates the x-y-plane orthogonal toû B , while R j and φ denote the polar coordinates of ring j. The electrostatic potential exerted from ring i with radius R i on a position, described by the relative spherical coordinates θ and r, is defined through
where sin(θ) = r/r ×û A and K stands for the elliptic integral K. Direct combination of the van der Waals potential Eq. (2)] and the ring-ring potential [Eq. (15)] yields
Henceforth, we term the latter potential as "direct" potential. We note that U direct is temperaturedependent as a consequence of the temperaturedependent parametrizations used for the van der Waals model U vdW mGB . From a computational perspective, however, this kind of potential is not very suitable, at least not for many-particle simulations. This is, one has to calculate ring integrals numerically for each pair of particles. Therefore, we here propose a way to effectively include the ring-ring interactions from above by simply reparametrizing the modified Gay-Berne model used for the van der Waals interaction [see Eq. (3)] with new parameters chosen to match the "direct" potential [Eq. (18) ] for different angular arrangements. This computationally more simple approach is aimed at correctly describing the direct potential in the near field. We name it "implicit electrostatics model". Specifically,
The consequences for the long-range behavior are discussed in Sec. III B. In our implicit electrostatics parametrization, we fix the following parameters to the corresponding van der Waals values for all temperatures: The anisotropy parameter χ is calculated by measuring the face-face contact distance σ FF and the edge-edge contact distance σ 0 . The well width is calculated using σ FF and the distance corresponding to the minimum of the face-face potential, R min FF , yielding
To summarize, the two parameters which determine the shape, are extracted from the face-face and edge-edge configuration. Further configurations come into play when we determine the remaining parameters 0 , χ , θ and ξ by fitting the results for U direct (R,û A ,û B ) according to Eq. (5). Specifically, our parameter fit builds on the four attractive wells stemming from the parallel weakly displaced, parallel displaced, T and edge-edge configuration. Finally, the specific parameters for all considered temperatures are given in Appendix D ("implicit electrostatics parametrization").
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MODELS
In this section we first analyze the potential curves from the different electrostatic approaches described in Sec. II C. Second, we focus on the resulting long-range behavior.
A. Potential curves
In the following, we investigate the potential curves resulting from Eq. (13) (point quadrupole model), Eq. (18) (direct model) and Eq. (19) (implicit electrostatics model) for different molecular configurations at a temperature of T = 300 K.
In Fig. 3 , these potential curves are presented for three molecular pair configurations.
Of special interest are the corresponding energy minima. For background information, Rapacioli et al. 12 , who performed ground state calculations of coronene, found similar values for the binding energy in the face-face (ff) configuration (−94.9 kJ/mol for tooth-to-tooth alignment and −92.35 kJ/mol for a 30
• twisted setup) and the parallel displaced (pd) configuration (−93.66 kJ/mol).
Similar numerical values are also found by Zhao et al.
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except for the perfectly stacked face-face configuration ("tooth-to-tooth" setup), which is only half of the magnitude than for twisted stacking in their calculations. Our present analysis shows that the direct model is characterized by a similar binding energy for the ff-configuration (−50.02 kJ/mol) in comparison with the pd-configuration (−52.778 kJ/mol) as observed in the work of Rapacioli et al. 12 However, the magnitude is only about half of that obtained in Ref. 12 . Besides the fact we consider a finite temperature of 300 K and use different electrostatics implementations, differences also arise from the fact Anyhow, when comparing potential curves for the implicit electrostatics model and the direct model at 300 K, we find a good agreement. This is because the implicit electrostatics model is designed to fit the direct model in closed contact configurations.
Concerning the point quadrupole model, we notice a strong repulsion for the ff-configuration as depicted in Fig. 3(a) , even at the smallest considered non-vanishing quadrupole strength of Q * = 0.5. This behavior was already observed in Ref. 7 . In order to reach the potential depth of the direct model in this configuration, the quadrupole strength should be very close to zero, which implies a weak far-field behavior. Moreover, even the smallest quadrupole strength further increases the potential depth of the pd-configuration [see Fig. 3(b) ] away from its reference value. Considering with Q * = 0.5 only a fraction of the quadrupole strength (reference values 44 between Q * = 0.617 to 0.83 for various charge distributions; Q * = 0.963 for the proposed two-ring model), leads to a two times stronger potential depth for the pdconfiguration compared to the ff-configuration of the direct model. This is not consistent with ground state results.
12,45 Nonetheless, we want to investigate in Sec. IV, whether a point quadrupole model is still able to predict the correct melting behavior of the coronene crystal.
In Fig. 3(c) , the potential curves of the edge-edge configuration reveal a strong influence of the electrostatics at all distances. This becomes clear when comparing U direct with the pair potential of the van der Waals model U vdW mGB = U pq (Q * = 0). The edge-edge configuration is in part responsible for the binding between columnar arrangements in a crystal.
B. Electrostatic long-range behavior
The implicit electrostatics model [see Eq. (19)], which seems most promising so far, decays with the center-ofmass distance R as R −6 . This means that (contrary to the point quadrupole model) the implicit electrostatics model cannot reproduce the long-range behavior expected by the electrostatic interactions, which is R −5 (because the quadrupole is the smallest non-vanishing multipole; see Sec. II C). We note that, the ring-ring potential [see Eq. (15)], which is the underlying electrostatics for the implicit electrostatics model, reveals a correct R −5 decay. How does this ring-ring potential decay at short and intermediate distances, which are particularly relevant in the present context? To this end we consider the function
This function is depicted in Fig. 4 for various configurations (see Appendix A). It turns out that S(R) is not approaching the far-field limit of −5 in the range of interest, that is, R < 2.4 nm. Therefore it is sufficient to model the electrostatics in our range of interest implicitly with a van der Waals model revealing a slightly different long-range behavior. A similar strategy was used to treat the electrostatics and the van der Waals interactions in DNA. 
IV. MANY-PARTICLE SIMULATIONS
In the current section we investigate a many-particle system of coronene molecules using molecular dynamics at constant temperature (T) and pressure (P). First, we investigate the equilibrium structural properties of the unit cell at room temperature. Second, we analyze how certain structural parameters behave upon heating up the crystal until it melts. Each simulation run starts from lattice-like initial conditions (described below) and leads to a relaxation of particle positions and box-vectors. To affect box lengths as well as box-angles we use anisotropic pressure coupling. In particular, the temperature and pressure coupling was realized with the Berendsen weak coupling scheme, 58 also used in our previous work. 1 Rotational dynamics was solved in a similar fashion, as proposed by Fincham et al. 59 with separate temperature control.
The coronene molecules are modeled with either the point quadrupole model (see Sec. II C 1) or the implicit electrostatics model (see Sec. II C 2). Our many-particle system for all simulations consists of 576 molecules and is initialized with the following arrangement of unit cells in terms of box-vectors: L 1 = 4 a, L 2 = 12 b and L 3 = 6 c. Hereby a, b and c denote the right-handed unit cell vectors, which together with the molecular arrangement and orientation in the unit cell are taken from Ref. 60 . The molecules are aligned in a so-called herringbone pattern, which resembles tractor traces when seen from the side (see Fig. 5 ).
The pressure is set to 1 bar and the compressibility to 2.25 · 10 −4 bar −1 . Relaxation time constants involved in T-and P-control are set to 2 ps. The equilibration times range between 3.5 and 100 ns at a time step of 10 fs. A force-shifted cutoff was used for the pair forces and set to 2.4 nm. To test this approach, we calculated the total electrostatic energy both, with the cutoff and by using the full Ewald sum for quadrupoles (for the explicit expression, see Ref. 61) . We found that the electrostatic energy from the cutoff procedure differs from the corre- sponding energy using the Ewald summation technique by only half a per mille. This justifies the simpler cut-off procedure.
A. Bulk crystal at room temperature
In the following, we investigate the equilibrium structure of the bulk crystal for the point quadrupole model (see Sec. II C 1; quadrupole strengths: Q * = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5) and the implicit electrostatics model (see Sec. II C 2) using trajectory data from the Molecular Dynamics simulations. One important criteria to judge the performance of the different models are the unit cell parameters listed in Tab. I. = (a, b) . The volume and the cohesion energy per particle are listed as well. Inspecting the values for a, b, c, α, β, γ (for description see caption of Tab. I), we find very good agreement of the implicit electrostatics model and the point quadrupole model for weak strength (Q * = 0.5) with the corresponding experimental data. The remaining models (Q * = 0.5) reveal slight deviations in a, b, c, and β. Nonetheless, the crystal structures are in all cases monoclinic (α = γ = 90 ). Concerning the cohesion energy predicted by the point quadrupole models, we note a significant increase with the quadrupole strength. This stems from the overestimation of the binding energy for parallel displaced configurations (see Fig. 3 ). The cohesion energy of the implicit electrostatics model is somewhat underestimated.
We further want to analyze the orientation of the corresponding molecules (named A and B) in the unit cell. Therefor, we introduce the herringbone angle φ, which marks the angle between both molecular orientation axes that point "upwards" along b (see Fig. 5 ), and is defined as follows
. (22) In Table II As expected, we observe a nematic phase for the van der Waals model (point quadrupole model with a zero quadrupole strength) reflected by a small value for the enclosed angle of the molecule A's axis with the b-axis, called ψ A N and a small herringbone angle φ. This finding is in accord with our previous work. 1 The alignment of the molecules with respect to all unit cell axes (χ
is for both, the implicit electrostatics model and the point quadrupole model with weak strength (Q * = 0.5), in good agreement with the experimental values. For all investigations (except for the nematic phase of the model without electrostatics), no significant change for the distance of neighboring columns was observed (corresponding distances are 8.7 Å and 9.8 Å).
B. Melting of bulk crystal
We now turn to the investigation of structural changes of the bulk crystal [see Fig. 5(b) ] upon heating up the system. Hereby, we expect the crystal to melt. The temperature range considered covers 300 K ≤ T ≤ 1500 K. After every 100 K a different isothermal-isobaric simulation run is performed.
We further investigate φ as a function of temperature for the different models as presented in Fig. 6(a) . The melting from crystalline to isotropic phases is also reflected in Fig. 6(b) showing the third root of the volume as a function of the temperature.
When considering the reference temperatures of bulk coronene with respect to melting (710.5 K) 66 and boiling (798 K) 66 , we recognize that coronene is liquid only in a narrow temperature band. In the implicit electrostatics model we observe a decay of the herringbone angle between 600 and 700 K towards zero indicating isotropic orientation. At 700 K the volume is significantly increased in comparison to 600 K, but highly raises with increasing temperature. We take these as indications of a liquid phase appearing at around 700 K and a gas phase at temperatures bigger than 800 K. On the contrary to the implicit electrostatics model, the crystal structure for the point quadrupole model melts at significantly higher temperatures for all quadrupole strengths. It seems obvious that the melting temperature increases with the cohesion energy, as discussed before (see Sec. IV A).
Finally, we want to analyze the crystalline order parallel to the plane spanned by L 1 and L 3 with the following correlation function
where ρ is the density and f (x, y) equals unity for y ∈ x − ∆ 2 , x + ∆ 2 , otherwise f = 0 (with ∆ being the bin size). The volume appearing in Eq. (23) is defined as
For the implicit electrostatics model, we observe a crystalline order [see Fig. 7(a) ], that continuously vanishes with rising temperature. In contrast, the point quadrupole models do not exhibit this behavior [see Fig. 7(b)-(e) ]. At a quadrupole strength of Q * = 1.5
we do not see a positional order any more, while the orientational order still exists (see Fig. 6 ).
To sum up, the transition temperature of the implicit electrostatics model can be suitably reproduced. Clearly it is not in full accordance with the experimental reference values. Nonetheless, this approach marks a way to treat the relevant electrostatics in a rather simple model eligible for large-scale computer simulations.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study we presented different approaches to model the full pair interaction (with electrostatics) between coronene molecules, starting from a previously introduced van der Waals-like of model (see Sec. II B) that neglected electrostatics. Hereby, coronene serves as an exemplary discotic molecule with head-to-tail symmetry. In the first approach (see Sec. II C 1), we aimed at extending this van der Waals model by a point quadrupole attached at the particles' center of mass along the particles' symmetry axis. In the second approach (see Sec. II C 2) the van der Waals model was extended via electrostatic interactions stemming from charged rings.
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These ring interactions were used to reparametrize the van der Waals model into the so-called implicit electrostatics model. In both electrostatic approaches, we treated the relevant electrostatics separate from the van der Waals interactions via a direct sum.
To assess the quality of modeling, unit cell parameters and structural quantities of the coronene bulk crystal were calculated with constant pressure and temperature Molecular Dynamics. These results have been compared to their experimentally determined counterparts (see Sec. IV).
Based on our data, we can conclude that the simple point quadrupole approach, although yielding the correct long-range decay gives unreliable results, even when the quadrupole strength is reduced to a value related to a reasonable cohesion energy.
Moreover, for all considered quadrupole strengths, we observed melting temperatures far beyond the experimental values. Nevertheless, a small point quadrupole leads to a stabilization of the herringbone structure due to an energetic preference. In contrast, our second approach involving the implicit electrostatics model is able to stabilize the herringbone structure up to a melting point similar to experimental values. With this second model, we also encountered a liquid phase as observed in the experiments. As a conclusion, the implicit electrostatics model seems superior in reproducing structure and melting. It is also more convenient from a computational perspective since it is just a reparametrized Gay-Berne-like model. The crucial point for the success of the latter approach consists of choosing an extended charge distribution rather than a single point multipole.
Hereby the characteristics of the electrostatic potential in the near field are reproduced in a great extent. Still, it would be interesting to investigate the influence of an atomic point charge distribution on the structural and melting properties of the coronene crystal.
Besides the temperature-independent electrostatics and the ring-charge assumption, a further underlying assumption in our work is the pairwise additivity of the many-molecule interactions. The implications of this assumption were already investigated for crystalline benzene, 67 which is similar to coronene. Further, it is worth mentioning that our temperature-dependent approach does not take into account formation and breaking of covalent bonds, which may be an important processes for very high temperatures and pressures.
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For future work, it would be rather interesting to use ab-initio simulations to calculate effective pair potentials for coronene and compare them with our corresponding results for different temperatures. Finally, we propose applicability of our presented method to a similar class of discotic molecules, e.g. benzene or hexabenzocoronene.
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These coordinates describe a molecular pair in the body-fixed frame, providing that the particles are uniaxial and have head-to-tail symmetry. In addition a, b and c equally treat chiral dimer configurations. We recognize that U GS direct is characterized by similar values of the binding energy for the ff-configuration in Fig. 8(a) (−58.31 kJ/mol with tooth-to-tooth setup) and the pd-configuration in Fig. 8(b) For the sake of completeness, we also present curves for the t-and edge-edge configuration in Fig. 8(c) and 8(d) . The general impact of the electrostatics is reflected by the difference between U GS direct and U GS vdW and is quite pronounced in all configurations. As mentioned in Sec. III A the point quadrupole curves strongly affect the binding energies for all configurations.
Appendix C: Temperature dependence
The temperature dependence of the face-face configuration is shown in Fig. 9 for the direct model and the ground state direct model [see Eq. (B1)] for two different configurations (tooth-to-tooth and 30
• -twisted). We can state that the higher the temperature, the flatter the potential minimum and the larger the binding distance. The temperature dependence mainly stems from molecular bending modes as discussed in Ref. 1 . Its dependence due to axial averaging is rather small, reflected by the small difference of both ground state potentials. It is also worthwhile to mention that there is no influence of temperature at around R = 0.42 nm, because at this point all potential curves intersect. 
